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Robert Motherwell exhibited collages and paintings at the Sidney Janis Gallery. Motherwell occupies an important position in the avant-garde movement which got underway after the war. It was he who put to the word the romantic ambitions of the New York painters. It was he, primarily, who spurred the exploratory conversations at the Eighth Street Club. "Abstract art is a true mysticism," he said, "or rather, a series of mysticisms that grew up in the historical circumstances that all mysticisms do, from a primary sense of gulf, an abyss, a void between one's lonely self and the world. Abstract art is an effort to close that void modern men feel. Its abstraction is its emphasis."

Motherwell's own effort to close the void, however, took a different form from the methods used by his confreres in the adventure. For, more than any of the others perhaps, he was familiar with the sources of his own mysticism. He was steeped in the poetry of Mallarme, conscious of the immense significance of the romantic revolution, and, I would venture to say, he was a spiritual brother to Baudelaire who sounded the initial furious note in "Voyage." Only compare Baudelaire's phrases with the passage of Motherwell's quoted above: "We want to plunge to the bottom of the abyss, Hell or Heaven, what does it matter? To the bottom of the unknown to find something new!"

Yet, Motherwell's Unknown could only be reached through the process of living through and reiterating his formative experiences; of accepting the forms which had touched him most deeply and using them for his odyssey to the new.

There is something Prussian about Motherwell's return to the magic of his spiritual youth. It is if each fragment of romantic French poetry, each Gauloise wrapper, each label from some rare wine, each pensée recorded in his notebook, each postmark from Paris, Rome, Hamburg were crucial to the mechanism of his creation. In his collages, Motherwell puts them out, like the poet who reads his verses aloud, to "hear" them, to set off the delicate springs of the internal machine which vivifies his interior monologue.

His voyage in these collages can be read like Barnabooth's diary. And in a strange way, he epitomizes the voyage of us all, makes it a fresh experience and relates that chain of contacts to what is current, enriching us. His dependence on written phrases and actual associative objects is acceptable since he has an uncanny ability to make them seem actual. The collages are intimate yet general, classical yet contemporary.

In form, Motherwell adheres to the Cubist conception, enacting the fruition of the Cubists is compatible with Motherwell's temperament and it is to his credit that he does not deny a fruitful means—at least for him. In nearly all of the collages exhibited, the planes are ordered carefully, the shapes considered, the background used as unifier. They are clear, readable, beautiful, and suggestive.

In his paintings, Motherwell is less certain, more susceptible to winds which baffle his natural predilections. There were two works from an earlier series (1954) titled "Wall Painting," related to his tributes to the tragedy of republican Spain. These are firm. They are emphatic adaptations of techniques derived from collage. He uses great, simple black forms against a taut white background with only a bit of ochre to play between. In their schematic austerity these paintings move quickly to the center of the spectator's emotions, stirring them with the inexorable rhythm of the black progressions. The vertical, curving black shapes are like the notes of a resounding funeral drum beat, accelerating as it reaches its climactic stop and leaving aching silence in the air. Here, Motherwell's ability to make a symbol richly ambiguous, and universal is notable.

But in the more recent paintings, there is a painful hesitation, a record of conflict. He seems to have foundered in an effort to synthesize two inimical modes of expression. That is, he preserves the contoured forms, the written message (the new series is titled "Je T'Aime"), the tendency to formal containment in terms of vertical-horizontal relationships, the quasi-geometrical shapes used in the collages. But, he attempts to add the illusion of depth, the ambiguity of space found in the paintings of abstract expressionists due to their accent on texture and use of occasional half-tone. In the largest recent painting, "Je T'Aime No. IV" which is 72" x 54", he places a triangular table with an enormous still life at center in a composition divided in three parts. The phrase "Je T'Aime" is superimposed above. The painting is loose, indeterminate. The whole is distended beyond the strength of the lettering which appears to be posterish and not subjugated to the painter's intention.

A smaller painting in the series "Je T'Aime No. II" contains the ambiguity in its center, painted again very loosely and suggestive of either still-life or organic forms. But this suggestive center is firmly bound by two vertical bands and the lettering above, and is, on the whole, a more successful painting. It may be that Motherwell is attempting the impossible in these newer works. But it may be, also, that he was pressed into exhibiting them too soon. In any case, they indicate transition.

The Italian sculptor Mirko showed a large group of bronzes at the Catherine Viviano Gallery. Mirko, who was born in 1910 in Udine, is perhaps the most inventive Italian sculptor living today. His curiosity has led him into many experiments, often hastily contrived and barely realized. The current exhibition is the first example of what Mirko can produce when he kneels down to the task. It is a solid, exceptionally beautiful show revealing the fruition of a major talent.

A number of these bronzes grew from a playful series of metal cut-out sculptures begun around 1954. In those days, Mirko would pierce a metal sheet, making forms like those found in cutout paper doilies, and bending them into intricate, undulating screens. Now, he has used the kind of rippling space established in those bas-reliefs, and the interstices, to create large, three-dimensional bronzes. Molded in wax and cast in the lost-wax method, these pieces have the weighty dignity of Chinese bronzes amplified through the daring use of open work. Their three-dimensionality is stressed through the use of a hollow shaft in their center—the vertical axis which Mirko has carried over from his early figurative sculptures.

Nearly all of the surfaces of Mirko's recent sculptures are stamped with elaborate abstract patterns, much like Chinese and Persian
BAHAMA REEF... by Millard Sheets

Pomona Tile announces a brilliant new achievement in decorative ceramic tile... Millard Sheets' exciting Bahama Reef... the first of five new concepts in its "Distinguished Designer Series."

"In creating Bahama Reef," says Mr. Sheets, "I attempted to design a highly versatile interior, exterior tile which could be applied as a continuous surface treatment or as an individual group placed at random within a tile installation." Consult your tile contractor for information or visit our convenient showrooms.
I. Use new 2·4·1 plywood as combined subfloor-underlay over framing 48”, o. c.

2·4·1 is the new 1⅛” plywood that makes possible the revolutionary "panel and girder" floor construction system that saves from fifty to five hundred dollars per house.* It also gives you markedly superior construction. You save on both framing costs and application time. And because 2·4·1 has structural strength plus smooth surface, it serves as both subfloor and under­layment. More savings!

*Actual savings reported by builders vary with local wages, size of house and type of floor construction previously used.

3 ways to cut

1. Support 2 x 4 blocking with framing anchors or toe nail

2. 2·4·1 is both subfloor and underlay. Inset 2 x 4 blocking supports panel edges. Drawings below show how girders set flush with footings improves appearance by lowering house about 12”.
2. PlyScord® subflooring cuts application time in half, adds strength and rigidity.

PlyScord provides a smooth, dry, level working platform. It saves as much as 50% in application time. Requires fewer nails. Finish flooring goes down faster, too. Building paper may be completely eliminated. PlyScord subfloors are firm, solid. Rigid plate-like action gives added protection against windstorm or earthquake.

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION about fir plywood floor construction, specifications, etc. write for free “Plywood Light Construction Portfolio.” (offer good USA only). Douglas Fir Plywood Assoc., Tacoma 2, Wash.

floor construction costs

3. Resilient flooring looks better longer over smooth fir plywood underlayment

Tile and linoleum lay flat, stay flat—with no unsightly seams or nailhead show-through—over smooth, solid fir plywood underlayment. It’s an ideal base for wall-to-wall carpet installations, too. Easy to cut, fit and fasten, fir plywood grips nails firmly so they won’t work up to mar the appearance of finish floor coverings.
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PIERRE BOULEZ

"He is erudite and arid, challenging and not very competent."
That was my judgement of Pierre Boulez, in the February issue of this
magazine. I was speaking with some experience.
Several years ago a young fellow announced himself on the
phone as David Tudor; John Cage had directed him to call on us.
We begged him to come over in the evening. When he arrived there
was some embarrassment about the large suitcase he was carrying,
which he insisted on carrying right upstairs into the studio. At last
we were given an explanation: it had his music in it. Try as I may, I
can't recall how he looked. His conser .vation was eager and im­
penetrable. He was talking about new music in terms we did not
understand. After a few minutes he took the scores to the piano.
Since then David Tudor has made a reputation. At the time I knew
nothing about him. His peculiar skill represents a new era in musical
thinking, post World War 2. John Cage is its direct precursor. Its
musical thinking begins in the music it invents: it rejects tradition. It
is fiercely, mystically convinced of its purpose, to reject tradition,
to make new.
So in David Tudor's playing there were only three shades, no
colors: loud, louder, soft. In the rare passages of sentiment he could
do nothing but play on the tops of the keys. For these limits he had
lost . This composer has reduced the problems of composition
beyond the next. A young man who has the guts to cut himself
off arbitrarly and go blind into a creative alley, blind alley though it
may be, of his own choosing will always have my sympathetic in­
terest. I may disagree; I may dislike what he does; I may find no
sense or art in it. That is to no purpose. I respect whatever it may be

(Continued on Page 12)
you know you're right when you specify by DFPA* grade-trademarks

factory-inspected, laboratory-tested

To qualify for DFPA grade-trademarks, manufacturers must pass rigid and continuous inspection of current plywood production. In addition to these on-the-spot mill checks by DFPA quality supervisors, thousands of samples undergo scientific testing in DFPA laboratories. Use of grade-trademarks may be withdrawn if quality is not satisfactory.

right grade, right quality for every job

DFPA grade-trademarks are specification guides to the right grade for a specific job. Only genuine DFPA quality-tested panels bear DFPA registered grade-trademarks. There are imitations. Don't be misled!

Be sure you can tell the difference.

Send for the DFPA Quality Story—a portfolio of grade-use data and a step-by-step description of the DFPA quality control program. Write Douglas Fir Plywood Association, Tacoma 2, Washington. (Offer good U.S.A only)

*DFPA stands for Douglas Fir Plywood Association, Tacoma 2, Washington—a non-profit industry organization devoted to product research, promotion and quality maintenance.
The speed and ease of steel construction was an important plus-factor since the home was built during the heavy winter rains of 1955-56. Steel framing members were welded together at the plant and delivered to the site where San Jose Steel Co., Inc., erected the complete steel frame in just two days. The roof was placed during the third day and interior work continued uninterrupted by outside conditions.

This Atherton, California, home combines the native qualities of both steel and adobe brick—the strength and versatility of steel and the insulating ability of adobe. The owner has a home that is attractive, permanent, fire and termite resistive, and requires the barest minimum of upkeep. Construction cost, in 1955, was $11.34 per square foot of living area. The home is arranged in a bi-nuclear design with living and sleeping quarters separated by a glass entry.

The adobe bricks, 3½" x 4" x 16", were fitted directly into the H-section steel columns. Expanded metal lath was used on every other course of brick to give greater rigidity to the wall. Since the adobe bricks formed non-bearing walls, only a single rather than the usual double course of brick was required. United States Steel vertical columns used were 4"H134; horizontal beams were 6"WF15.5#. The module was 6 feet, 9 inches.

ARCHITECTS & ENGINEERS: Write for your free copy of "New Horizons for Home Building...With Steel." This new booklet contains case histories of architect-designed steel homes and information on building codes, specification data and advice on the maintenance and painting of steel. Write: Architects & Engineers Service, Room 1290, United States Steel Corporation, Columbia-Geneva Steel Division, 120 Montgomery Street, San Francisco 6.
News of another steel home from United States Steel

Teaching old materials new tricks...with steel

The use of adobe brick, one of the oldest home building materials, and steel, one of the newest, combine in this house to achieve a new level of originality in residential architecture.

This unique combination of adobe and steel resulted in both artistic and practical advantages. Unrestricted by conventional building methods, this 3,474 square-foot home is designed for indoor-outdoor integration and maximum design flexibility.

The United States Steel shapes used in this home are sold by steel jobbers in your locality.

Designer: Don Knorr, Knorr Associates, San Francisco
Engineer: John Brown, San Francisco
Builder: Whelan Construction Co., Redwood City

Constructed as a speculative home, steel gave the contractor the rare opportunity of building the house so that it was adaptable to the demands of the buyer. Steel framing eliminates the need for load-bearing walls, which allows the new owner to adapt the interior to his individual needs. Walls in steel-frame homes can be free-standing storage cabinets or even drapes can be used to divide interior space.

Western homes of the future are now building with steel... UNITED STATES STEEL
I •

3 SOFAS

The three sofas shown are part of the broad selection from Kasparian's fine line of contemporary furniture. In addition to this comprehensive line we are prepared to carry out your designs, or ours, to exact specifications, in our skilled custom contract department. Information on either of the above may be obtained by writing, on your letterhead please, to KASPIARIANS, 7772 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46, California.

M/614 designed by Stewart MacDougall
K/978 designed by George Kasparian
K/6108 designed by George Kasparian

MUSIC
(Continued from Page 8)

piano. Passages plainly showed the influence of Brahms. Like any listener who for a brief period has encountered the esthetic unknown, I was relieved by the familiar, indeed rather contemptuously enjoyed it.

The last piece of the evening was the Second Sonata, subtitled The Battle, by Pierre Boulez. Three of the five movements were played. I have never watched a pianist go through such contortions, nor suffered such a continuum of musical violence bringing forth less discriminable sound. The piano and the scale were disregarded. At the mid-point in the performance my wife, who has played what was until recently the most demanding music of the future, became so upset she was forced to leave the room. How much of this effect was inherent in the music, which was of unrelied violence, and how much the result of the pianist's incapacity to perform it beyond the sheer virtuosity of leaping from one notational impasse to the next, I have no way to determine. The Sonata has been publicly performed, and I am assured that Mr. Boulez himself can manage two of the five movements.

I ended the evening with a thorough respect for David Tudor's gifts as a keyboard gymnast and for his musical convictions. If I had been able to afford inviting Mr. Tudor to return from New York to perform for Evenings on the Roof, I would unhesitatingly have done so. Nothing is better for an audience than to have its musical inexactitude, its belief in its ability to hear, completely shaken up. Such esthetic earthquakes, though we read about them, occur so seldom in the normal experience that we should be devoutly grateful to any creative or performing artist who can set the world shaking even a few minutes. David Tudor did it for me, and I have not ceased to be grateful.

In a later season Robert Craft managed to achieve for us a performance of the Boulez Polyphony X for 18 solo instruments. During rehearsals he went through some three teams of musicians before he was able to bring together one that would stay the course. I have never watched a group of musicians go on the stage so much like a team expecting to be badly beaten and come off so much as if they were carrying the goalposts. Some said they played twice as well as at the dress rehearsal. One has been quoted to me as remarking: "'We got off at the start, and we never got back.' I take the latter for pure cynicism, because I was able to follow clearly from beginning to end. A listener should not ask new music to explain itself; he should simply listen to it. The plan of the composition is not difficult, whatever its notational organization: the difficulty is in the manner of playing. Rather simple figurations, sometimes alone, sometimes counterpointed, are passed among the 18 instruments, usually a note to an instrument, in any brevity of time-division, so that the relationship of entry to beat must be achieved by intricate counting. The figurations are relatively discontinuous, like flowers on wallpaper, but they are not unlike in duration and are varied in such manner that several having been heard the remainder can be accepted. I thought at the time that the result was somewhat like a ballet by Delibes, a sequence of figures, each as acceptable as the next, which adds up to nothing more than a series of events. Let us say that from such a ballet the harmonic stuffing has been left out, and the melodic patterns reassembled so that each note is played by a different instrument, but each pattern recomposed in such a way that all alike are determined by a preconceived plan of pitches, dynamics, and so on, the former right notes becoming harmonically wrong but "right," since each can be explained by its derivation from a note in the begetting design: thus Delibes becomes Boulez. In spite of the new intricate notation and the loss of harmonic guidance, the essential content (or audible contour) of the music has not changed. Beethoven in the Diabelli Variations and Gertrude Stein in many writings follow the same mode. We are concerned with what happens to a series of consequences in relation to their origins within a determining event. The maker does not aim at "meaning" or to please. Does the unreadable philosopher condemn his purpose?

Then this season we had the Sonatina for Flute and Piano. I have already committed myself to an opinion about it. It is an early work, heard it again at the University of California at Los Angeles, in Schoenberg Hall, after a lecture by Pierre Boulez.

Mr. Boulez is music-director for the Jean-Louis Barrault theatrical company in Paris, one of the most respected theatrical repertory (Continued on Page 54)
Comparisons between societies show that the lower the income the higher the proportion of the income spent on food. Again, the quality of the diet depends largely on income. In a poor nation or group, the diet will contain less meat or milk than in a wealthy group. Plant foods are obtained directly from the earth, while livestock feed on plants which they convert into meat or milk at a high cost in terms of calories; consequently meat and milk are expensive foods, sometimes inaccessible to the poor. In the case of milk, this can be very serious.

But it is not only in respect of food that productivity varies widely in different countries. This is reflected in the cash value of annual national per capita production, which is as much as $770.00 in the U.S.A. and as low as $20.00 in India. There are thus relatively rich and relatively poor nations just as there are within the nations relatively rich and relatively poor groups. Significantly, when countries are classified according to income, productivity, the quality and quantity of food resources, the life span of people, health and education, it is invariably the same countries that are at the top or at the bottom of the scale. Thus the characteristics enumerated here are not associated by chance. They are inter-related, and indeed interdependent. Curiously enough, this interdependence is reflected in the social structure itself.

In countries with a low per capita income almost all human labour is devoted to the production and processing of food. Conversely, in countries with higher income, an increasingly small part of the population is engaged in agriculture. The reasons for this are that in the latter people know how to manage the land and the crops, and how to use chemical fertilizers for the enrichment of the soil; that they protect livestock and plants against pests and breed better types; that they make farm machinery, which either eases man’s work or does it for him.

All this implies an existing well developed industry. In such countries industrial products are exchanged for agricultural products. This presupposes transport facilities and organized marketing services. The improvement of agricultural techniques is accompanied by the establishment of technical, financial and administrative services. The division of labour among men changes; tasks are divided up among them. Society is organized differently; the social structure is in fact transformed. Statistics show that the distribution of the working population over the various types of economic activity, for example agriculture and industry, is not the same in rich as in poor countries. It is evident from any study of them that the wealthier the society, the more complex is its pattern, and vice versa.

Just as man himself is a single whole and his activities are interdependent, so the activities of every society are interdependent. The satisfaction of hunger is a primordial one. It is not, however, an activity independent of other factors. It is conditioned by the social structure, on which in turn it has an impact. As a result, human diets cannot be modified or changed without at some point impinging upon the social structure itself. Not only technical questions are involved but also social issues.

Expectation of life and the incidence of disease differ widely from one country to another. There are many other related differences. Children may be healthy and attain a healthy adult life, or many of them may die prematurely. The diet may be good in quantity and quality, or it may be the reverse. People may be well clothed and housed, or the opposite. They may be engaged in productive work which is not too arduous, or in heavy work which gives low returns. They may have opportunities for material and social advancement because they are well educated, or such opportunities may be closed to them. Great inequality among nations and within a nation is a feature of our world today.

However, I think we can safely say that something can be done to remedy this situation. Countries at the bottom of the scale are not intrinsically different from those at the top. Life expectancy in India until recently was 27 years; in France, on the eve of the Revolution, it was 26 years. Infantile mortality was higher in Lille in 1848 than it is today in Bombay. Famine killed 5 percent of the French population in 1770.

One of the consequences of technical progress is the growing speed of communications. This has brought nations closer together. But what is more serious, it has made it possible for nations to involve all the other peoples of the world in their wars. Not only our inventions, but also our ways of thinking and our ways of doing things have reached them. They have thus become conscious of their poverty and been led to follow in our footsteps. We have begun to help them and in so doing have started a movement which, even if we wanted to, we cannot stop.

(Continued on Page 32)
OFFICE BUILDING AND AUDITORIUM

BY RICHARD J. NEUTRA, F.A.I.A. & ROBERT E. ALEXANDER, A.I.A., ARCHITECTS
Mural by Burle Marx, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Executed in Los Angeles in hot wax technique by Fritz Feiss.

This building to house a large and active union group, the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America in Los Angeles, is the center of the activities of a large part of the membership and fortunately located in relationship to existing and to-be-developed freeway systems. The building has been designed to facilitate the greatest possible economy of materials and construction methods with most of the important sections being on the ground floor.

The project itself consists of an office wing and an assembly structure with the entrance being placed between the two. The parking area in the rear is made to serve a twofold purpose: to accommodate the cars of the staff members and also to be used as an outdoor expansion for the auditorium area on occasions when large groups are assembled and sliding doors to the auditorium are open. A small pantry serves the office workers on ordinary occasions and is so arranged that it is also available to the assembly hall. Small assembly rooms open by accordion doors into the main assembly and on special occasions become bays communicating acoustically and visibly with the speaker's platform.

Wide span girders eliminate any columns in the main hall. The foyer or lobby, which is entered under a broad roof overhang, serves both the assembly halls and the office building. The exterior fronts of the building have been designed in durable materials, such as corrugated asbestos south of the main entrance glass front, to substantially reduce maintenance problems. The lobby windows facing east are shaded by vertical aluminum louvers which shade off the east light and give an illuminative impressiveness to the main facade of the building. At night they are lighted by the soft glow of a cold cathode tube running along the bottom. Solid walls have been veneered with common brick in vertical placement. For the interior, Roberto Burle Marx has designed a large abstract mural in black, white, yellow and green. He has also designed the landscaping pattern.

The office block has been planned with the provision of the future addition of a second story. This future development with the upper story used as a clinic, would make maximum use of the strategic building site.
The problem was to remodel an existing store front and provide quarters for an airline ticket office.

The new facade is aluminum grillework and plate glass framed in rectangular aluminum tubing. The grillework was used to provide the required inlets and outlets for the air-cooled air conditioning system. The signs are mounted on this grillework.

Quarry tile, from the Mosaic Tile Company, in a brick paver size (8" x 3 3/4 x 3 3/4") was set in mastic over the existing concrete slab floor. The terra cotta colored quarry tile, the white walls and ceiling with blue accents, and the antique clock from Holland provide a Dutch atmosphere.

The light mural, designed by Jan de Swart, is made from 1/8" thick Masonite. Holes drilled in the Masonite form continent outlines and major ports. The airline network is pegged into these holes. Light from 2 fluorescent tube fixtures shines through colored plastic to give the perforations a jewel-like quality not discernible in black and white photographs.

Built-in desks are natural walnut and blue plastic laminates. Herman Miller chairs in yellow and gray fabrics are used at the desks. Van Keppel-Green sofas and table are used in the Waiting Area. The sofas are covered in a bright orange fabric, the table is white plastic laminate. The wood siding wall is gray stained Douglas fir, the acoustic ceiling is perforated cement-asbestos board. Interior design and color selection was by the architect.

WALTER 'T HART, STAFF ARCHITECT FOR K.L.M.

JAN DE SWART, MURALIST

GATTMANN & MITCHELL, GENERAL CONTRACTORS

RALPH E. PHILLIPS, INC., MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
The current interest in Space Frames as an architectural device is mainly concerned with specific applications. Very little has been said about principles involved, or the professional aspects of the direction.

The present trend was accurately predicted years ago by R. Buckminster Fuller. Progress has been rapid since the industrial and construction complexes came into phase, and we can now consider that the facility has arrived. But there are some rather subtle considerations of role in this new profession the semantic identification of which is accurately "Structural Physics." The background required for participation is in physics, biology, architecture, industrial design and engineering.

The following is a report of a seminar which I gave to a group of U.C.L.A. Industrial Design students studying under professors John McGuire and Simon Steiner. It was designed to acquaint the students with the nature of structural physics.

PROJECT ONE

At 8 a.m., ten students, without preamble, started to fabricate components for a 40' tower. By 4 p.m. the structure was installed in the patio of the Art Department. It was rigid, weighed 40 lbs. and was made of wood dowels and picture cord wire.

The purpose of this experiment was to build a structure so large and so light that it would graphically endorse its own integrity besides empirically revealing the stress concentrations through bowing of the compression members and relative tautness of the tension members.

Above: The kite, for which there was no precedent, is an excellent example of applied structural physics. It is exceptionally stable and efficient in flight.

Below: 55' shell truss beam, on edge, weighs only 55 lbs. Under load, it revealed some fundamental characteristics of beams which have contributed to more efficient structural design.

PROJECT TWO

The next session realized a 55' beam weighing 55 lbs. Under load it deflected to a certain point, after which precession took effect, thereby increasing the lateral section. This demonstrated an unlikely characteristic which indicates new possibilities for "limit" control and subsequent increase of efficiency.

Both tower and beam are of the Shell Truss type, which completely separates tension and compression functions within any one member, as well as limiting to three the number of compression members meeting at any joint. This unique configuration is perfect space framing and meets the prerequisites for accurate empirical graphic analysis—a considerable advantage in a field generally considered indeterminate.

PROJECT THREE

The following two sessions were used to construct a new type of kite. It has a framework comprised of two types of aluminum struts and is covered with paper, measures 10' on the edge, weighs 3 lbs. or 1 oz. per sq. ft.

There was no precedent for the design. Conceived intuitively, ego tried almost disastrously to fly it point foremost, but prejudice gave way to further observation and it easily took to the air edge foremost.

A successful kite is an unusually good example of applied principle.

PROJECT FOUR

A geodesic building had been proposed for the new Industrial Design Center at U.C.L.A. An accurate scale model was therefore built to aid in presentation. Production techniques were employed to assemble the more than 4,000 pieces during the next six sessions.
Above: Shell truss configuration, a perfect space frame system. Complete separation of tension and compression functions with no more than three members meeting at a point.

Right: 40' shell truss tower, weighs only 40 lbs. and is constructed to betray its own stress concentrations through bowing but not breaking of compression members.

Below: Pattern of the shell truss tower.

The actual building would be constructed of tube aluminum compression members, stainless steel tension members, cast aluminum hubs and translucent aluminum skin (perforated sheet sealed with plastic). Specifications: 72' dia., 36' high, 4,000 sq. ft. of floor area covered by 8,000 sq. ft. of 20% translucency enclosing 95,000 cu. ft.; perimeter and zenith vents, lighting, heating, acoustics, two pairs of triangular section counterbalanced doors, landscaping, romanesque campus quality. . . . Contract $30,000 turnkey.

The model took longer to assemble than would the actual building. Currently the budget is being considered and the chances for early installation are fair.

PROJECT FIVE

In the final session the students assembled 300 sq. ft. of an actual shell truss section in 20 minutes, after which they viewed color slides illustrating the history of space frames in theory and practice.

From the pattern that is now established, it is unlikely that Space Frames as such will ever be a division of architectural engineering. The trend is away from steel and concrete systems and towards the newer high speed techniques of the structural physicist, specifying natural configurations comprised of mass-produced components of few different types made from high performance alloys and plastics. The resulting constructions are astonishingly efficient, economical and architecturally valid.

The major limitations of space frames are their anathema to planning and combination with other geometric systems. Everything is dominated by the form and character of the space frame. Specific products are now appearing, but the vital facility is the one which can process the unique case.

It is not coincidence that Nervi, Candela, Fuller and myself have found it necessary to provide total services in order to build at all. Neither is it strange that even in a specialized field we also specialize, for nothing short of perfection will any longer compete effectively, and it is not given to man to frequently find himself a custodian of perfection.
Right: The shell truss tower, horizontal, showing configuration and structural integrity.


Model of the proposed U.C.L.A. Industrial Design Workshop. 72' dia. shell truss geodesic dome.
The owner requested a house which would give maximum autonomy and privacy to each segment of the family (parents, girls, boy) and still allow them to come together as a family. It was also required that there be an adult outdoor area (outdoor room) as well as separate outdoor space for the children. It was further required that there be a minimum of furniture and no necessity for curtains and drapes. Additional requirements included provision for the family boat, and extensive tool collection and workshop space, and installation of the owner's Hi-Fi System. In order to orient the architect, the owner specified that his house "need have none of the usual norms of respectability" and that it should be a house in which he "could enjoy taking a vacation." The desire on the part of the owner and the architect to retain as many of the trees as possible also became an important design factor.

The solution recognizes the owner's basic requirement for privacy by breaking into three elements—the one near the street for the son with car shelter under, the middle section with living and dining (family activities) below and girls' rooms, TV, sewing and laundry on second floor, and finally the parent's apartment at the rear with shaded garden space below. All elements are then linked at the second level with glazed bridges over the gardens. It is intended that the boy's apartment will get its own stair, thus recalling the old garconniere idea so prevalent in 19th century Louisiana houses. It is also expected that as the children leave home, the parents will live entirely in the center section with the end apartments reserved for visits of the children.

The location of the trees dictated the placing of the house with narrow frontage on the street. The garden area enclosed by a brick wall is done entirely in concrete and loose gravel with plants inserted in these areas. Skylighting with view of trees upward is used extensively on the second level.

(Continued on page 32)
A CHAPEL IN THE PHILIPPINES

BY LEANDRO V. LOCIN, ARCHITECT

The architect chose the round plan as best suited to give the participating students a feeling of communal effort. The usual separation between choir and congregation was completely eliminated, giving each participant a sense of unity with religious activities. The ceiling of the dome, which is completely undecorated, lends itself to the use of colored lights to mark different passages of the religious ceremony. Finally, in this climate, the advantage of ventilation in every direction is of critical importance. The pouring of the dome itself was a continuous operation completed within eighteen hours.

ALFRED L. JUINIO: STRUCTURAL ENGINEER
JOSE SEGOVIA, DAVID CONSUNJI, ASSOCIATES
This new series of chairs and tables by Eero Saarinen has recently been introduced by Knoll Associates. The collection of designs conceived in relation to each other is an attempt to create a simplicity of space, adding a new definition to architecture and interior design.

This "pedestal furniture" will be ready for mass production and introduced formally to the Market this coming September where it will be seen in the Knoll showrooms. The pieces shown here are the beginning of a larger program that will include complementary sofas and lounge chairs. Saarinen has attempted to simplify space with the elimination of legs. The graceful molded plastic shells of the chairs and the round and oval table tops grow from slender, tapered bases in a continuing flowing line. The pieces of single neutral colors: white, gray, beige and black, with color used as the impermanent changeable quality in the seat cushions of upholstered foam rubber.

"I've been wanting to clear up the slum of legs in our rooms for many years, and to create a restful atmosphere. I tried to think what would look best in a room instead of the ugly clutter of cages and legs going in different directions. The single pedestal seemed the answer."

"I wanted to make the chair all one thing again. All the great furniture of the past, from Tutankhamen's chair to Thomas Chippendale's have always been a structural total. They belong to the post-and-lintel furniture of the wood era."

"Legs became a sort of metal plumbing. Modern chairs with shell shapes and cages of "little sticks" below mix different kinds of structures. The pedestal chair tries to bring unity of line."

EERO SAARINEN
The site is a one-acre hilltop overlooking a view from the north and south. The plan suggests a cruciform shape with the main entry as a pivot point for all activities. The kitchen is centrally located to give control over entry-way and to serve the dining room and exterior dining area on either side. The family room works with the kitchen to form one large continuous area. The large activity area overlooks the main view to the south and is contiguous to the future swimming pool. As a main activity area the family room is large in comparison to the living room which is kept small to encourage intimate conversation. Bedrooms 1 and 2 are the children's rooms opening to the east. The studio on the west side will be used primarily for the owner's art work and as a study.

The house has a total square footage of 2400 square feet. The basic structural system is post and beam on a 7-foot modular plan both ways. The ceiling is 2" x 8" T and G; the walls are stucco and plywood; the kitchen and dining room floors, common brick; the floor construction is a concrete slab.
HOUSE BY LUCJAN KORNGOLD, ARCHITECT
This house is for a museum director, and it was necessary to consider, as an important part of the design problem, the housing of his private collection. The site is in a heavily wooded suburb of Rio de Janeiro. The structure itself is above the street level with the property being surrounded by heavy stone retaining walls.

A large living room gives onto a rear terrace designed for complete privacy. The exterior is of wood, field stone, plaster and composition stone. The house is on three levels with the garage directly on the street and, over it, two servants' rooms with a large interior stair hall which leads up to the general living accommodations of the owners: the living room, with its adjacent terrace, the dining room, a flagstone hall from which one reaches the kitchen and utility areas, and the three bedrooms.
The site is a typical narrow beach lot in a nearby resort area. The house has been designed for year-around use by its owner, and vacation use by a daughter who has a separate small apartment on the second floor which has been recessed into the main body of the house over the kitchen area and is connected only by an intercommunication system.

The entire highway frontage has been treated as a motor court. Entrance is through large double doors to an interior courtyard which has been given complete privacy and wind protection. The motor court and the courtyard which have been interposed between the highway make for a minimum of traffic noise.

The fireplace has been turned away from the ocean into the courtyard area. In general the house can be considered one large room. The owner required that the bedroom be placed on the ocean frontage and that the kitchen be entirely of natural wood and white. A bar which is usable from both sides also provides screening for all the other areas of the house. The interior is primarily cabinet work in which specific places have been provided for both usage and storage. The house is basically white, chutney, and black in color. There is an outside entrance to the bathroom from the beach, and the kitchen window to the courtyard serves as a bar for that area.
This house is a wood grid with floating planes of plaster or wood and voids. It was originally designed for a single client, however, during the process of design and construction it was necessary to plan for the accommodation of three people. An analysis of the plan required only one change which consisted of the enclosure of an opening in the floor of the upstairs study. The intermediate landing of the staircase is a folding plane that tilts up and becomes a railing for the child's room opening. The garage is designed in such a manner as to function as a garden loggia. The kitchen uses a large one-unit kitchen equipment; the floors and terraces are gold Dexotex. The fireplace is a stock wood burning stove; the sofa is part of the design and is cantilevered from the planting area under the staircase.

Typically, the houses in this neighborhood are set back 30 feet; because of the location of a magnificent pine tree, this house has been set back 65 feet, resulting in a pine tree terrace and a motor court forward.
POCKET GUIDE TO ARCHITECTURAL CRITICISM

Jules Langsner

The purpose of this guide is to alert the intelligent layman to the euphemisms, arcane jargon, incantations, fustian and obfuscations commonly found in architectural criticism. It may help the unwary to avoid some of the baited traps of this occult corner of criticism.

By and large, criticism of architecture (or what passes for it) falls into readily identifiable species. Let us isolate those specimens likely to be encountered.

ACCOLADES-TO-GENIUS-CRITICISM

Critics in this category must have a genius to applaud, a heaven of praise to a dazzling innovator characterize the Accolades-To-Genius-Critic. "His daring, profound intellectual grasp, unmatched intuitive powers, and complete independence of conventional solutions, assure us the designation—Epoch of the Master."

Accolades-To-Genius tend to be uncritical, are weighted with superlatives and quotations from the discourses of the Master. His buildings are always flawless—total statements, self-sufficient works of art.

Geniuses are either Venerable Giants surrounded by devout disciples or crew-cut, bow-tied Boy Wonders of forty. Both types are very helpful to critics. Both types make good copy. It might be noted in passing that writers of "genius copy" are 1) ecstatic scolytes, or 2) cynical publicists.

CRITICISM-BY-ROUND-TABLE-PROPHETS

Polar opposite to the Accolades-To-Genius Critic is the We-Must-Have-An-Anonymous-Architect spokesman whose natural habitat is the Round Table discussion platform. Exuberant and eloquent by nature, advocates of Anonymity are apt to call for COLLECTIVE TEAMS OF ARCHITECTS, DESIGNERS, and ARTISTS to SINK THEIR ROOTS AMONG THE PEOPLE.

We-Must-Have-An-Anonymous-Architect prophets can be detected by such sounds as, "We must bring industrial anonymity to the aesthetic level of medieval anonymity. Architecture becomes great when the individual designer and craftsman loses his identity in the common effort. The best products of the Machine Age bear no single imprint, and neither must the Machine Age house. Besides, what about African art?"

We-Must-Have-An-Anonymous-Architect critics prefer to have their names placed prominently on the program.

ARCHITECTURAL-SCIENCE-FICTION-CRITICISM

This school can be identified by the heady concoction of evangelical fervor, nineteenth century Utopianism, and twenty-second century technology. It is Utopian in the assumption that inner man can be changed for the better by placing outer man in a plastic ellipsoid. It is nineteenth century in the belief that technology moves us ever onwards and upwards.

The science fiction aspect is clearly seen in visions of glistening spheroids and ovoids spread before the homeward-bound, helicopter-borne electronic computer operator. Once inside his all-in-one-piece ejection-molded retreat he can, if he likes, hose down his cornerless, washable plastic interior. An additional side benefit is that the house weighs only 13 pounds.

OUR-WAY-OF-LIFE-CRITICISM

Our Way-of-Life-Criticism revolves around the idea that NATIVE ARCHITECTURE must spring from NATIVE SOIL. It speaks in behalf of NATIVE MODERN—human, true, honest, valid because it is indigenous. The "beau noir" of Our-Way-Of-Life-Criticism is FOREIGN MODERN—skimpy, deprived, impoverished, stemming, as do Negroes, from enervated cultures alien to our virile, fecund society.

Our-Way-Of-Life-Criticism has a recognizable pattern. "This warm, gracious, friendly house, serene, poised, dignified under its canopy of native pitched roof fearless in its adherence to Native Traditions, harmoniously furnished in rare Sung ebony and modern old New England birch, previsions the NEW LOOK that is the NEXT US!"

Native Modernists transgress on the domain of the Science Fiction Space Cadets by assertions that the GOLDEN AGE IS HERE. All we have to do to enter this millennium is make sure Modern is Native.

The reader is buoyed by allusions to the Frontier coupled with eulogies to the Golden Age of the Deep Freeze. There are goggle-eyed references to the NEW ELEGANCE OF OUR TABLE SETTINGS, NEW CREATIVITY OF OUR COOKING, all under the aegis of Native Modern Architecture.

Our-Way-Of-Life-Criticism suffers from the nervous habit of glancing nervously around the room to see if their hosts have been corrupted by FOREIGN DESIGN.

BUILD-FOR-THE-WHOLE-MAN-CRITICISM

This group closely resembles, and may easily be confused with, Our-Way-Of-Life-Criticism. Both claim squattee's rights to such architectural verities as PROVISION FOR THE FULL HUMAN PERSONALITY and INTERIORS FOR THE INTERIOR LIFE. Consequently, a certain amount of encroachment can be expected. However, Build-For-The-Whole-Man critics eschew the regional idiosyncrasies of Native Modern. They prefer the grand abstractions: "A Humanist Architecture to shelter the spirit of Man from the onslaughts of the Machine Age. We must provide Modern Man with the spiritual grace, harmony, security, integrity provided Medieval Man in the walled town. We must bend technics to human purposes, or be automated."

Once readers grasp the nub of Build-for-the-Whole-Man Criticism, they agree. So does everyone else. If the drafting room could be floated on Cloud 9, our problems would disappear.

Build-for-the-Whole-Man criticism can be spotted by references to architecture or earlier, less-complicated, "organically-integrated" times. WE NEED TO RETURN TO HUMAN VALUES is the recurrent motif. LET US GO BACK TO is the thematic counterpoint. The reader is warned to see if ways of effectuating the grand abstractions are indicated. If not, beware of the mesmerizing power of Build-for-the-Whole-Man rhetoric.

HOSANNAS-TO-PURITY-CRITICISM

Here rhetoric flourishes under hothouse conditions of self-bemusement. The idea of this school is to surround us with virginally-pure, esthetically-uncontaminated, complete unto-themselves modern buildings. This Elysium of Architecture is within our grasp.

Hosanna-to-Purity critics extoll the virtues of FUNCTIONAL ESTHETICS, CLEAN LINES, INTERPENETRATION OF OUTER SPACE. There is a great to-do about DESIGN INTEGRITY down to the last piece of flatware in the kitchen cabinets.

The arch rivals of Hosanna-to-Purity critics are painters and sculptors eager to paint ceilings and place sculpture on walls, thereby smirching the immaculate purity of the building. Part and parcel of the credo is the slogan ARCHITECTURE IS THE ONLY COMPLETE ART FORM. For Hosanna-to-Purity critics, architecture is not only the most significant of the arts, it is the only one in which painting and sculpture. More sophisticated Hosanna-to-Purity critics acknowledge (reunctantly) the contributions of Cubism, Mondrian, de Stijl, Kandinsky, Brancusi, Calder etc. But in their creed architecture has sifted out the best of these artists, who properly belong in museums as curiosities. Research indicates this pattering rarely succumbed to outside the clan, and there most avidly by starry-eyed students.

Hosanna-to-Purity architects, it might be noted, fastidiously avoid the preferential quirks of the client.

POSTSCRIPT

At best this Pocket Guide to Architectural Criticism skims the surface of the tons (Continued on Page 32)
The problem was to design a building which would be used for medical purposes and also for professions connected with architecture. The owners wanted to occupy one suite and wished to have others for the accommodation of structural, mechanical, or similar professions. Since the property is located very close to the local hospital, it was considered a good investment to include in the plan space suitable for medical activities. The building has been designed for complete flexibility so that, in the future, interior space could be adjusted to the lessee’s exact needs.

The problem has been solved by backing up the suites with a walkway from front to back along both sides. The flexibility desired has been achieved by raising the structure far enough to allow utilities to be run underneath to any location at any future time. There are four separate air conditioning units, and each suite has a mixing chamber located under the floor and at its center so that individual register ducts can be run from this chamber to any location in the suite. Electrical and ceiling fixture outlets are set on module throughout with switch leads running over and down to the permanent walls so that they can later if necessary be brought up into any partitions.

(Continued on Page 32)
GUIDE TO ARCHITECTURAL CRITICISM—LANGOSNER
(Continued from Page 30)

of verbiage that has poured forth on the subject of architecture in the
last fifty years. No guide, no set of structures can substitute for per­
ceptive reading between the lines. The Guide will have served its pur­
pose if it alerts the intelligent layman to the fact that Modern Archi­
tecture, like other facets of modern life, is subject to rhetorical special
pleading.

Modern Architecture suffers from the absence of cool, tough­
minded, discerning, independent criticism. The interested layman
must, therefore, be equipped with a more than ordinary semantic
sophistication.

P. P. S.

Just in case it may have occurred to the reader that no space is given
in this Guide to "traditionalist critics," the writer felt there was no
point in beating a dead dog. The Caretakers of the Royal Mausoleum,
as the traditionalists might be called, are there embalmed.

HOUSE IN NEW ORLEANS—LAWRENCE, SAUNDERS, CALONGNE
(Continued from Page 21)

An interesting feature perhaps, is the table element in the parents
bedroom. A hole is left in the floor with a cowling built up about 1 ½
On top of this cowling is placed a glass top, thus affording a view
downward into the garden. It is also possible to light this bedroom
through this glass topped hole from garden lights below. Manipula­
tion of lights in the forward and rear patios can also give interesting
and changeable lighting effects in the living area. This is all part of
an attempt to get interpenetrations of space both horizontally and
vertically.

SMALL OFFICE BUILDING—MAUL AND PULVER
(Continued from Page 31)

The structure itself is of post and beam with all vertical forces
taken on posts so that the walls are non-bearing. Ceilings are of 2"
plank insulated with Fiberglas; floor girders continue out under a
wood plank walk and connect with a split post which holds both
the girders and the roof beams. Exterior walls are either glass or
½" transite set in stops in order that the wall arrangement may be
changed to accommodate a smaller break up of suites. An interior
court has been placed so that all offices will have natural light and
air at their interior sides. Parking is in the rear; all existing trees
have been retained.

NOTES IN PASSING
(Continued from Page 13)

This raises a tremendous problem. It is nothing less than that of
directing the development of all mankind—an unprecedented under­
taking and one from which we cannot draw back. In fact, we must
even speed up that development; and one of the reasons for this
illustrates the interdependence of social activities.

For our own safety, as much as for that of others, we must con­
trol communicable diseases, which are no respecters of national
boundaries; and history teaches us the danger of poverty when
poverty has become conscious of itself. We must, therefore, resolutely
pursue our task.

Let us not be deceived by words as to its nature. It is not merely
a technical undertaking, as might appear from the name given to the
assistance in developing countries. It is much more than that.

We, too, have our under-developed areas, but our peoples have
learned that if technical progress is to continue to contribute to an
expanding economy and a fuller life, it is in the interest of all to
raise the standard of living of the whole population, and not only
of a part of it. Again, the cumulative and universal nature of science
and technology makes it necessary to recognize a community of
interests not bounded by natural frontiers. Whether they wish to
or not, the countries of the world are becoming interdependent. They
must help one another, as their individual citizens have helped each
other. Such mutual assistance is being organized under many names.
Basically, however, it is mutual assistance.

This movement raises a tremendous problem of world dimensions.
But whether a problem is narrowly defined or is apparently unmeas­
urable, it is never well to tackle it unsystematically. This particular
one cannot be left at the mercy of immediate political and economic considerations. We know that it is international, that it involves all the activities of nations. It must, therefore, be dealt with by international action, joint and simultaneous action for the satisfaction of all man's basic needs. An extraordinary adventure has begun, one of the most splendid and astounding that men have ever embarked upon in all their history.—André Mayer, UNESCO

ART

(Continued from Page 4)

bronzes. In the largest pieces, the embossed designs merely serve to enhance the textures. In the small pieces, they seem lapidary, and disturb the integrity of the forms. In fact, Mirko does require large scale, the thrust into space to fulfill his concepts. The small sketches are the least successful pieces in the show.

Another Stable show, the sixth, combined artists of every stripe in New York. Although it was a better show than last year's, this show's deficiencies made me wonder if the institution hadn't run its gamut. The fact is that the painters who participated in the first annual at Ninth Street have, to a large extent, reached a point of security in terms of reputation. Several of them no longer bother with the Stable show at all. Others send only minor work. The bulk of the show is made up of lesser lights, often nearly amateure, it is a sprawling affair with a few high points and many low ones.

Several years ago this would have been important because of the scarcity of exhibiting places for artists just getting underway with their public careers. But now we have an innumerable smaller galleries faithfully dedicated to showing everyone, or nearly everyone. In the downtown circuit alone one week there were four large group shows representing no less than about three hundred artists. This flood of exhibitions inundates the eye, imperceptibly but inevitably lowers standards, and lessens the significance of exhibiting. And, it reduces the necessity for a show like the Stable annual. On the other hand, there is still a place for the small, carefully selected and installed show which presents work by lesser known artists. An example was the exhibition of "New York" at the Leo Castelli Gallery. Castelli presented works by ten artists young in reputation. In his simple, airy gallery, he spaced them so thoughtfully that even those pieces of minor quality assumed a dignity they could never have had in any of the bigger shows.

In the group there were two artists who interested me particularly. The first is the Baltimore painter Morris Louis, showing for the first time in New York. He is a free-form painter working out of Pollock toward a personal synthesis. His painting was very large, covered with brilliant flows of magenta, orange and other hot colors which moved over one another in jungle-like masses. The layers of color hurry about within an ideal space, controlled by the artist in terms of the way each color takes its place in a given plane. The obvious force of this painter has attracted a number of critics, among them Clement Greenberg. New York should see more of him.

The other painter, Norman Bluhm, has recently come to New York, having spent the years since the war in Paris. Born 1920 in Baltimore, Bluhm studied architecture with Mies van der Rohe and later, in Europe, studied painting for brief periods at the Ecole de Beaux Arts and in Italy. Superficially his style resembles that of Sam Francis, another American who has worked largely in Paris. But Bluhm has a vitality which Francis lacks. Bluhm shares with Francis an interest in the overall surface, in the flow of forms on a lateral plane, and a love of thin, transparent painting. But the resemblance ends there.

Bluhm's poetry is intense and evokes immediate response. He showed a canvas in the Castelli show which was suffused with an aqueous light, as if all the forms were floating in a pool, as if currents swept behind them, catching an effervescent highlight here and there. A purple sheen illuminates the surface of the painting while behind, blue and green washes of subtle intensity shine out. Drips of thinned paint help sustain the water and sun associations and the dappling at the edges of the canvas makes sure that the back plane of brilliant colors plays its role in relation to the surface darkened by drifts of dark purple stroking.

Bluhm's particular genius for finding the most powerful light-giving color is marked in his watercolors and ink drawings. Here, the night blues, lunar blues, water greens, and the darks of purple and black sing out.
Boulez, in the long climb against cultural resistance as steep as any he might feel about the past still present, would defend as sanity against the past. For the audience that past was its present, the earlier music may reflect the spirit of resistance. Let loose during that time. Since then he has lived at the centre of a culture, the one-city intellectual culture of Paris, which has transformed the spirit of resistance into a philosophy. He does not mention it. His conception of art expresses a like discipline: a man is responsible for what he does—in music, for every note he makes. He can expect no other salvation. He does not aim to please, to be popular, but to live, to be noticed. Since he can depend only on himself, his art must begin in his technique. As Boulez explains it, the older composer began with the essence, the tradition in being, of which he made the composition; the new composer begins with his technique, of which he makes the work of art, the unique realization, the essence. The new composer accepts the destruction of tradition, as having been accomplished by his predecessors, on accomplishment I doubt that Stravinsky, for example, would willingly admit. The new composer dispenses with the tradition, what Boulez calls the “background,” and concentrates on his technique, which is at present only and inescapably the row or serial principle. Indeed, Boulez favors eliminating “row” or “serial” and using the word “principle,” alone to signify the independence of his theory.

The shorter career of Webern recognized almost no influence but that of the Schoenberg at this atonal period. Thorough digestion of Webern will stimulate an appetite for the later works by Schoenberg. I look for this as the next stage of musical development. In the same way, thorough digestion of Satie will stimulate a fresh appetite for those late works by Debussy, Jeux, the Etudes, the last three sonatas, in which, as Boulez told us, Debussy cut himself off from the past. Webern’s compositions, short, exact, translucent, free of Schoenberg’s larger conceptions, his immense forms, his closely derived movements, appeal to the young composer to values technique and denies “inspiration.” To the end of his life Schoenberg never ceased to attribute the working of his art to a power, an inspiration, beyond himself.

Boulez began composing during the German occupation of France. The violence of his earlier music may reflect the spirit of resistance let loose during that time. Since then he has lived at the centre of a culture, the one-city intellectual culture of Paris, which has transformed the spirit of resistance into a philosophy. I do not say Boulez has been influenced by Existentialism. He did not mention it. His conception of art expresses a like discipline: a man is responsible for what he does—in music, for every note he makes. He can expect no other salvation. He does not aim to please, to be popular, but to live, to be noticed. Since he can depend only on himself, his art must begin in his technique. As Boulez explains it, the older composer began with the essence, the tradition in being, of which he made the composition; the new composer begins with his technique, of which he makes the work of art, the unique realization, the essence. The new composer accepts the destruction of tradition, as having been accomplished by his predecessors, on accomplishment I doubt that Stravinsky, for example, would willingly admit. The new composer dispenses with the tradition, what Boulez calls the “background,” and concentrates on his technique, which is at present only and inescapably the row or serial principle. Indeed, Boulez favors eliminating “row” or “serial” and using the word “principle,” alone to signify the independence of his theory.

The shorter career of Webern recognized almost no influence but that of the Schoenberg at this atonal period. Thorough digestion of Webern will stimulate an appetite for the later works by Schoenberg. I look for this as the next stage of musical development. In the same way, thorough digestion of Satie will stimulate a fresh appetite for those late works by Debussy, Jeux, the Etudes, the last three sonatas, in which, as Boulez told us, Debussy cut himself off from the past. Webern’s compositions, short, exact, translucent, free of Schoenberg’s larger conceptions, his immense forms, his closely derived movements, appeal to the young composer to values technique and denies “inspiration.” To the end of his life Schoenberg never ceased to attribute the working of his art to a power, an inspiration, beyond himself.

Boulez began composing during the German occupation of France. The violence of his earlier music may reflect the spirit of resistance let loose during that time. Since then he has lived at the centre of a culture, the one-city intellectual culture of Paris, which has transformed the spirit of resistance into a philosophy. I do not say Boulez has been influenced by Existentialism. He did not mention it. His conception of art expresses a like discipline: a man is responsible for what he does—in music, for every note he makes. He can expect no other salvation. He does not aim to please, to be popular, but to live, to be noticed. Since he can depend only on himself, his art must begin in his technique. As Boulez explains it, the older composer began with the essence, the tradition in being, of which he made the composition; the new composer begins with his technique, of which he makes the work of art, the unique realization, the essence. The new composer accepts the destruction of tradition, as having been accomplished by his predecessors, on accomplishment I doubt that Stravinsky, for example, would willingly admit. The new composer dispenses with the tradition, what Boulez calls the “background,” and concentrates on his technique, which is at present only and inescapably the row or serial principle. Indeed, Boulez favors eliminating “row” or “serial” and using the word “principle,” alone to signify the independence of his theory.

The shorter career of Webern recognized almost no influence but that of the Schoenberg at this atonal period. Thorough digestion of Webern will stimulate an appetite for the later works by Schoenberg. I look for this as the next stage of musical development. In the same way, thorough digestion of Satie will stimulate a fresh appetite for those late works by Debussy, Jeux, the Etudes, the last three sonatas, in which, as Boulez told us, Debussy cut himself off from the past. Webern’s compositions, short, exact, translucent, free of Schoenberg’s larger conceptions, his immense forms, his closely derived movements, appeal to the young composer to values technique and denies “inspiration.” To the end of his life Schoenberg never ceased to attribute the working of his art to a power, an inspiration, beyond himself.

Boulez began composing during the German occupation of France. The violence of his earlier music may reflect the spirit of resistance let loose during that time. Since then he has lived at the centre of a culture, the one-city intellectual culture of Paris, which has transformed the spirit of resistance into a philosophy. I do not say Boulez has been influenced by Existentialism. He did not mention it. His conception of art expresses a like discipline: a man is responsible for what he does—in music, for every note he makes. He can expect no other salvation. He does not aim to please, to be popular, but to live, to be noticed. Since he can depend only on himself, his art must begin in his technique. As Boulez explains it, the older composer began with the essence, the tradition in being, of which he made the composition; the new composer begins with his technique, of which he makes the work of art, the unique realization, the essence. The new composer accepts the destruction of tradition, as having been accomplished by his predecessors, on accomplishment I doubt that Stravinsky, for example, would willingly admit. The new composer dispenses with the tradition, what Boulez calls the “background,” and concentrates on his technique, which is at present only and inescapably the row or serial principle. Indeed, Boulez favors eliminating “row” or “serial” and using the word “principle,” alone to signify the independence of his theory.

The shorter career of Webern recognized almost no influence but that of the Schoenberg at this atonal period. Thorough digestion of Webern will stimulate an appetite for the later works by Schoenberg. I look for this as the next stage of musical development. In the same way, thorough digestion of Satie will stimulate a fresh appetite for those late works by Debussy, Jeux, the Etudes, the last three sonatas, in which, as Boulez told us, Debussy cut himself off from the past. Webern’s compositions, short, exact, translucent, free of Schoenberg’s larger conceptions, his immense forms, his closely derived movements, appeal to the young composer to values technique and denies “inspiration.” To the end of his life Schoenberg never ceased to attribute the working of his art to a power, an inspiration, beyond himself.

Boulez began composing during the German occupation of France. The violence of his earlier music may reflect the spirit of resistance let loose during that time. Since then he has lived at the centre of a culture, the one-city intellectual culture of Paris, which has transformed the spirit of resistance into a philosophy. I do not say Boulez has been influenced by Existentialism. He did not mention it. His conception of art expresses a like discipline: a man is responsible for what he does—in music, for every note he makes. He can expect no other salvation. He does not aim to please, to be popular, but to live, to be noticed. Since he can depend only on himself, his art must begin in his technique. As Boulez explains it, the older composer began with the essence, the tradition in being, of which he made the composition; the new composer begins with his technique, of which he makes the work of art, the unique realization, the essence. The new composer accepts the destruction of tradition, as having been accomplished by his predecessors, on accomplishment I doubt that Stravinsky, for example, would willingly admit. The new composer dispenses with the tradition, what Boulez calls the “background,” and concentrates on his technique, which is at present only and inescapably the row or serial principle. Indeed, Boulez favors eliminating “row” or “serial” and using the word “principle,” alone to signify the independence of his theory.

The shorter career of Webern recognized almost no influence but that of the Schoenberg at this atonal period. Thorough digestion of Webern will stimulate an appetite for the later works by Schoenberg. I look for this as the next stage of musical development. In the same way, thorough digestion of Satie will stimulate a fresh appetite for those late works by Debussy, Jeux, the Etudes, the last three sonatas, in which, as Boulez told us, Debussy cut himself off from the past. Webern’s compositions, short, exact, translucent, free of Schoenberg’s larger conceptions, his immense forms, his closely derived movements, appeal to the young composer to values technique and denies “inspiration.” To the end of his life Schoenberg never ceased to attribute the working of his art to a power, an inspiration, beyond himself.
ended.

In his discussion of technique Boulez was very precise, as far as he went, but did not go far enough to satisfy Mrs. Schoenberg, who was sitting beside me. She wished him to tell exactly how he goes about making a composition, not an unfair question, if it be simply a matter of applying a technique. (One might expect that a composer so armed would give off compositions as rapidly as Sebastian Bach or Mozart; Boulez has been anything but prolific, 15 compositions. The question rises: what does it take to set him off, since he has only to put down a few notes in series, define their principle and entrust the outcome to the technique?) I am not inferring a reductio ad absurdum. This is precisely the method, based on improvisation, used by Bach and Mozart. The answer to this question may bring us near the blind spot in the Boulez argument. During a short conversation alone with Mr. Boulez before a rehearsal, I put the question to him. His answer, after two false starts and some mutual clarification, amounts to this: Bach and Mozart composed with familiar materials, the scale and so on, and made music easily. Beethoven exploited less familiar situations, making less music with more difficulty. Debussy composed still less with less reliance on the past, the technical background. Yes, yes, children, I see you all raising hands, your shouting faces.

At the end of his lecture Boulez told us he would be back to answer questions, gave us a crescendo or descrescendo of all the evening. I cannot praise him high enough as the spokesman for a point of view; the force of his mind and culture showed to full advantage in the panel discussion.

He had for opponents the composers Lukas Foss and Paul Des Marais, and assist him, when the questions went beyond his limited English, Robert Craft. It was the heathen attacking the true believer, who never qualified or wavered in the exposition of his faith. To the chief question of the evening, thrown at him in several versions, whether it is possible now to compose by other means apart from the row-principle, he replied with a soft "No". When the question was repeated in more complex language, Craft answered for him, a soft "No" again. One word never more decisively cut off two young composers from the future. To other questions, from stage and audience, Boulez reaffirmed his undeviating attitude, always with humor and a charm that, as much as his personal authority, disarmed the questioners of antagonism. Technically, philosophically, from a background of culture as substantial as his music may not be, he dealt with each problem amply, in a minimum of verbiage. Whether or not he is a great composer, he is an admirable intelligence. Such a mind, though it may not itself come to glory in music, charges the creative atmosphere with ideas.

When we talked together I asked him about two other radicals, Harry Partch, whose work he does not know, and John Cage. Of Cage's several disjunct types of composition he prefers those for prepared piano. The later "works by chance" he does not approve. He believes in what he calls "the musical continuum", which I take to mean the ordering of sound by controllable means. "This I do not care for" he told me, tapping the wood under the piano key-board. Though he admires Cage's earlier percussion pieces, he says they are not in his direction.

The concert promised The Lamentations of Jeremiah by Thomas Tallis and Le Marteau sans Maitre by Boulez. We were given as bonus a composition on electronic tape by Stockhausen, Song of the Adolescents which Boulez had brought with him. It is one of four such compositions on tape Stockhausen has prepared. The medium consists of electronic sound-producing equipment, a boy's voice, and the sorcery of tape, cut, rerecorded, distorted, altered in pitch. The boy's voice became a chorus, called to itself simultaneously out of many perspectives, spoke abruptly in startling nearness. The electronic sound came in several packages: a crescendo or descrescendo it will not leave off when all possibilities seem to have been exhausted. Such compositions on tape Stockhausen has prepared. The medium the end; others sat it out stoically, or with plugged ears or witty comments. At times it was like sitting under Niagara Falls with your head in a bucket, at times a physically felt nightmare that would not cease. Yet there were passages, moments, of extraordinary richness. We are only at the beginning of such music. Boulez tells us, he believes the future of poetry lies in such means. I am not sure I follow him. I felt the text was lost in the distractions.

It was possible to admire and to dislike this composition more intensely than the Contrapunkte No. 1 for 10 instruments by Stockhausen, which Robert Craft conducted for these same concerts last season. That was a thin piece, its design unpredictable but unconvincing when presented. Stockhausen appears to lack the instrumental resources of Boulez.

Even Robert Craft had reached an impasse in rehearsing Le Marteau sans Maitre when he turned it over to Boulez. The musicians had nearly given up hope of mastering their parts. But Boulez, who has prepared some thirty different performances of the work, drew everything together, rehearsing the musicians in groups and separately, revealing himself a master in every aspect—one can imagine the devotion of his players, so thoroughly that after the performance they presented him with a set of gold cufflinks engraved with his initials.

Let me pay my respects to the players, Catherine Gayer, voice, Arthur Gleghorn, alto flute, Milton Thomas, viola, Theodore Norman, guitar, William Kraft, vibraphone, Dorothy Remsen, xylorimba, and Lester Remsen, percussion.

I am told that Robert Craft had subdivided the measures to facilitate the counting. Boulez proceeded by the opposite method. He spread the passages in long lines, punctuated by accents, conducting, unlike most radical composers, with graceful curving motions, articulated in such manner as to bring out the contours of the long melodies. Everything he wished to emphasize was brought out visibly, allowing rather free disposition of the smaller details. Even for the listener his manner of conducting conveyed the flowing he desired.

The text consists of three short poems by Rene Char. The work is developed in three series of interlocked movements, numbers 1, 3, and 7, numbers 2, 4, 6, and 8, and numbers 5 and 9, each series related to one of the poems. In his lecture Boulez told us that the listener should find his way into and through the music by identifying the distinctive characteristics or "signals" of these interrelated sections. He was frank to admit that many hearings might be necessary to accomplish this. Since we were hearing the first American performance, and had no prospect of a second, the premiere was not encouraging. The future of such music would seem to be in recording, to permit unlimited rehearsings. And there is no reason why music of such complexity should not satisfy an audience already at the point of exhausting the resources of the classics. It will certainly attract the lovers of hi-fi. I am told that Boulez has recorded it for Vega in Europe.

The music moves entirely in the upper registers of rather sweet sound, the basses being principally non-tonal percussion. By eliminating identifiable bass tones—Lawrence Morton pointed this out to me—the composer frees his long melodies from false harmonic reference. The percussion sounds are so placed as to reflect, almost like metal mirrors, the colors of the instruments. The melodies are not passed so continuously note by note among the instruments as in Polyphony X. The movements proceed rather by instrumental groupings, with long solos for each instrument. Such a composition of registers, if not expertly controlled, could degenerate into sentimental bleatings. No one, listening to the resulting music, could doubt the composer's expertise. Here was not any, as in the other compositions, any failure in the long design, no question of the placing of accents, no hesitation as to the rightness of the constant interruptions by silence, no struggle for an ending. If the music was spread thin, it was spread evenly; whatever its points might signify,
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It made them. The verbal infections and distortions did not disguise the color of the voice. Whether any part of it was "beautiful" I do not stop to question The "beautiful" did not separate itself from the ongoing context, as in the Stockhausen tape. Whatever it may not have been, it was, undeniably, music. Researching his medium, exploiting his technique, Boulez has come a long way from the earlier pieces.

Whether such an achievement represents an ultimate sophistication, whether it is really a new music or only the working out of an aberration, I hesitate to say. Boulez accepts the decision of the future, and for that we must wait.

My own opinion is that in Le Marteau Boulez resumes composition at the point near chaos (lack of classical reference) Schoenberg had reached in Pierrot Lunaire. The two works have many aspects of similarity. If the Boulez work reaches further into the unknown, it does so with less certainty of detailed relationship between the unit and the whole, though a technique and logical, not of itself music. He admits that it will not make simple or easy music. He is not yet the composer Schoenberg was at the same period, though he lacks nothing by comparison in mastery of the medium. I am not sure in music of all periods. He may distort the history of music to support his practice, he does not deny that history or its influence.

Boulez deserves the respect he won from all who met him during his visit here. His art bears watching. He is a master of the unknown. Yet it is an art filled with all sorts of whatever personal resistance, in the same way as the later Schoenberg, back into rather than out of deeply formal music.

I hope to talk with him again. Having met him, listened to and watched him work, I have quite revised my former judgement.

CURREN TLY AVAILABLE PRODUCT LITERATURE AND INFORMATION

Editor's Note: This is a classified review of currently available manufacturer's literature and product information. To obtain a copy of any piece of literature or information regarding any product, list the number which precedes it on the coupon which appears below, giving your name, address, and occupation. Return the coupon to Arts & Architecture and your requests will be filled as rapidly as possible. Items preceded by a check (✓) indicate products which have been merit specified for the new Case Study House 17.

INTERIOR DECORATION—HOME STUDY

(828B) Approved supervised home study training in all phases of interior decoration. Ideal supplementary course for architects, builders, designers. No classes. New home study, Text and work kit furnished. Low cost. Send for free booklet. Chicago School of Interior Decoration, Dept. 828B, 835 Diversey Parkway, Chicago 14, Ill.

NEW THIS MONTH

(304a) Furniture: The Thomas desk is a complete work center in one unit. Solid wood construction. Desk top durable. Desk-lino, perfect drawing surface, stain resistant with simple, fool-proof tilt-fit mechanism. Desk body available in light or tan grained. Several colors and finishes on special order. Dimensions: 30" deep, 60" long, 29½" high. Write to M. Flax, 18616 Linbrook Drive, Los Angeles 58, Calif.

APPLIANCES

(250a) Built-in appliances: Oven unit, surface-cooking unit, dishwasher, food waste disposer, water heater, 25°F refrigerator and freezer are featured built-in appliances merit specified for Case Study House No. 17. Recent introductions are three budget priced appliances, an economy dryer, a 12½ cu. ft. refrigerator and a 20 cu. ft. chest. For complete details write Westinghouse Electric Co., Dept. AA, 4661 So. Boyle Ave., Los Angeles 58, Calif.

DEDECORATIVE ACCESSORIES

(426) Contemporary Clocks and Accessories: New collection of 8 easily identifiable, weather vanes, traditional and contemporary modern designs by George Nelson. At- taches to floor Chroomapack contemporary clocks, crisp, simple, unusual models; modern fireplace accessories; ceiling lights, lamps, and bubble lamps are by George Nelson, designer. Brochure available. One of the finest sources of information, work study and a file space.

—Howard Miller Clock Co., Zeeland, Mich.

(122a) Contemporary Ceramics: Information, prices, catalog contemporary ceramics by Tony Hill, includes full range table pieces, vases, ash trays, lamps, specialties; colorful, full fired, original; among a best glazes in industry; merit specified several times CSHouse Program magazine Arts & Architecture; always in all contemporary lines.

—Tony Hill, 3121 West Jefferson Boulevard, Los Angeles, California.


(303a) Architectural Pottery: Information, brochures, scale drawings of more than 50 models of large-scale planting pots, sand urns, garden lights, and sculpture for indoor and outdoor use. Numerous Good Design Awards. In permanent display at Museum of Modern Art. Winner of 1956 Trail Blazer Award by National Fashions from Home. Has been specified by leading architects for commercial and residential projects. Groupings of models create indoor gardens. Pottery in garden create movable planted areas. Totem sculptures available at any desired height. Able to do some custom work. Architectural Pottery, P. O. Box 25663 Village Station, Los Angeles 24, Calif.

(171a) Contemporary Furniture: Information brochure featuring one of leading contemporary lines of furniture. Pioneer designer Angelo Testa. Includes hand prints on cottons and sheets, woven design and curved wavy solids. Custom printing offers special colors and individual fabrics. Large and small scaled patterns plus a variety of desirable textiles furnish the answer to all your fabric needs: reasonably priced. Angelo Testa & Company, 49 East Ontario Street, Chicago 11, Illinois.

FABRICS

(296b) Contemporary Danish Furnishing Fabrics. New line featuring the "Branim" convertible sofa designed by Hans Olsen, recently awarded the first prize at the annual Danish Furniture Exhibition; other noted ar- chitects and designers include Gunnar Omann, Carl Jensen, Jens Hjorth, Bjer­

(196a) Contemporary Furniture: New page illustrated color brochure gives detailed information on new modern furniture designed by Edward Wormley; describes upholstered pieces. Information for living room, dining room, bedroom, case goods; woods include walnut, hickory, birch, cherry; good design; quality hardware, careful workmanship; data belongs in all files; send 25 cents to Custom Furniture Company of Indiana, Berne, Ind.

(180a) Dux: A complete line of im­

(196a) Contemporary Furniture: New page illustrated color brochure gives detailed information on new modern furniture designed by Edward Wormley; describes upholstered pieces. Information for living room, dining room, bedroom, case goods; woods include walnut, hickory, birch, cherry; good design; quality hardware, careful workmanship; data belongs in all files; send 25 cents to Custom Furniture Company of Indiana, Berne, Ind.

(180a) Dux: A complete line of im-
of contemporary furniture, fabrics and lines, from competitive, to the ultimate formation: Open showroom for the New York City, or 928 North La Cienega, Los Angeles, 90047. The table tops come in every size, iron bases, custom designed or contemporary. The Versace-Young Co. (formerly Leathercraft Furniture Mfg. Co.), Los Angeles, 970 North La Cienega Blvd., or factory showrooms, 3045 East 11th Street, Los Angeles 23, San Francisco: Fred T. Durkee, Jackson Square.


(25a) Furniture: A new eighteen page brochure contains 30 photographs of John Stuart furniture demonstrating a concept that can be presented on form no less than function. Accompanying descriptions include names of designers, approximate retail prices, dimensions and materials. Available from John Stuart Inc., Dept. AA, Fourth Avenue at 32nd Street, New York 16.

(25b) Furniture: Complete line of contemporary home furnishings shows designs by Russell Wright, George Nelson, Ben Seibel, Richard Golef, Arne Jacobsen, Hans Wagner, Tony Paul, David Gill, Jack Eicker and others. Included is illustrative and descriptive material on nearly 500 decorative accessories and furnishings of a complete line of 30 products. Catalogue available on request. 12-page catalog featuring Markel Electric Products, Inc., Buffalo 3, N. Y.

(25c) Furniture: Complete line of contemporary home furnishings shows designs by Russell Wright, George Nelson, Ben Seibel, Richard Golef, Arne Jacobsen, Hans Wagner, Tony Paul, David Gill, Jack Eicker and others. Included is illustrative and descriptive material on nearly 500 decorative accessories and furnishings of a complete line of 30 products. Catalogue available on request. 12-page catalog featuring Markel Electric Products, Inc., Buffalo 3, N. Y.

(25d) Furniture: Complete line of contemporary home furnishings shows designs by Russell Wright, George Nelson, Ben Seibel, Richard Golef, Arne Jacobsen, Hans Wagner, Tony Paul, David Gill, Jack Eicker and others. Included is illustrative and descriptive material on nearly 500 decorative accessories and furnishings of a complete line of 30 products. Catalogue available on request. 12-page catalog featuring Markel Electric Products, Inc., Buffalo 3, N. Y.

(25e) Furniture: Complete line of contemporary home furnishings shows designs by Russell Wright, George Nelson, Ben Seibel, Richard Golef, Arne Jacobsen, Hans Wagner, Tony Paul, David Gill, Jack Eicker and others. Included is illustrative and descriptive material on nearly 500 decorative accessories and furnishings of a complete line of 30 products. Catalogue available on request. 12-page catalog featuring Markel Electric Products, Inc., Buffalo 3, N. Y.

ARCHITECTS and ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERS
IBM OFFERS CHALLENGING CAREERS in plant Engineering projects
Design of manufacturing and laboratory buildings, interior design, rendering, structure, lighting. Draughtsmen, supervisors, engineers, architects. Write, outlining qualifications and experience to:
W. F. F. Burn, Dept. 1330
IBM Corp., South Plainfield, N. J.
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION

for residential, commercial applications; exclusive Re-lamp-elite hinge; 30 seconds to fasten trim, install glass or re-lamp; exceptional builder and owner acceptance; well worth considering.—Prescott Mfg. Corp., 2229 4th Street, Berkeley, California.

(965) Contemporary Fixtures: Catal· ogy No. 400 lists types of fixtures, including complete selection recessed lights and mounted lens, down lights incorporated. Corning wide angle Pyrex lenses; recessed, semi-recessed surface-mount fixtures and floor lamps; modern chandeliers for wide dispersed, even illumination; selected units meet specified by CEU/NEC. Stamford Lighting, 431 W. Broadway, New York, N. Y.

(255a) Lighting Equipment: Skydome, basic Wasco top-lighting unit. The design is based on the use of extended aluminum frames. The unit, factory assembled and shipped ready to install. Prices used in the Catalina Lighting catalog. No. 17. For complete details write Wasco Products, Inc., 925 Fawcett St., Cambridge, Mass.

MISCELLANEOUS
(233a) Pyrene Bio-Fan: Ceiling "Spot" ventilator. Newly available in four color variations in detail to describe the principles and mechanics of Bio-Fan, an effective combination of the breeze fan and power of a blower in the design of fresh air inlets. Farnham Vent Systems, 3032 Washington St., Hollywood, California.

(258a) Lighting Fixture: The new double arm, precision-positioned, adjustable Luxo lamp is ideal for decorators' studios, hospitals, as well as the home. Moving arms permit easy change of position. Lamp can pivot in a circle of 6 feet. The shade remains stable while the arms are in motion, yet may be raised, lowered or tilted at any angle. A variety of mounting brackets are available for wall, desk or ceiling mounts. Obtainable in various sizes and colors, Incandescent and Fluorescent. Copies of specifications and prices write Luxo Lamp Corporation, Dept. AA, 404 Bryant Street, San Francisco 5, California.

(231a) Aluminum Honeycomb Light: Complete information now available on this new approach to full cell lighting—Honeylite. Made from high purity aluminum foil and glass, the "Hexit" process. Honeylite is now available in various cell sizes. Information indicates superior acoustical value, excellent light transmission efficiency. Its adaptability to any lighting fixture, whether class plastic or louvers is noted and its fireproofing and cleansing qualities listed. For further complete illustrated information, write to M. J. Connolly, Honey Prod. Inc., Dept. AA, 931 G Street, Oakland, California.

(170a) Architectural Lighting: Full information new Lightolier Catalite fixtures; provide maximum light output evenly diffused; simple, clean functional form; square, round, or recessed; with lens, louvers, pinhole, albalite or formed glass; exclusive "torsionite" spring fastener varies with specific applications, for new architectural draftsman. Location, Function, Design and Selection of Lighting Fixtures; provide maximum light output evenly diffused; simple, clean functional form; square, round, recessed; with lens, louvers, pinhole, albalite, or formed glass; exclusive "torsionite" spring fastener varies with specific applications. For complete illustrated information, write to M. J. Connolly, Honey Prod. Inc., Dept. AA, 931 G Street, Oakland, California.

(225a) Kaiser Aluminum, for Product Development—A new 24 page booklet containing up-to-date information on Kaiser Aluminum mill products and services is now available. Includes data on aluminum alloys, forms, properties, applications and availability. An abundance of tables and charts throughout provides convenient reference material. Booklet may be obtained from Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Sales, Industrial Service Div. Dept. AA, 1924 Broadway, Oakland, California.

(302a) Decorative Building Tile: Italian marble spheres are machined into channelled cement units to make Fulget mosaic tiles. Available in three sizes, wall tiles and Wall tiles 4" x 4" in 9 marble combinations. The tiles are frost and heat resistant, stones will not crack and loosen even under severe conditions. Imported and distributed solely by the Fred Dearing Co., 116 La Giese Blvd., Los Angeles, California.

(170a) "This is Mosaic Tile"—16-page catalog describing many types clay tile. Outstanding because of completeness of product information, organization of information, convenience of reference, quality of art and design. Copies of award-winning Tile Catalog presented by The Mosaic Tile Company, Zanesville, Ohio.

(194a) Celedon Tile: New, incomparable, highly efficient acoustical tile made from natural mineral fibres and high purity aluminum foil by special Japanese method. Stones will not crack and loosen even under severe conditions. Time saved by elimination of shimming, standing, juggling as tiles are uniform size. For complete illustrated information write to Mr. Allan Paul, Adv. Mgr., Gladwin, McBean Company, 30011216 La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles, California.

(227a) Interlocking Clay Roofing: Original concept, various, modern diffusing mediums. The units merit specified for CSHouse 1950. Available in 42 decorator colors, four different grades, "large area" light sources with effective combination of the breeze fan and power of a blower in the design of fresh air inlets. Farnham Vent Systems, 3032 Washington St., Hollywood, California.

(219a) Permalite-Alexite Concrete Aggregate: Color chart and specification sheets are now available. For complete illustrated information write to Larry Blodgett, Dept. AA, Gelvacs Coatings Inc., 902 E. Vermont, Anaheim, California.

(212a) Permulate-Alkylite Concrete Aggregate: Information on extremely light-weight insulating concrete for steel slab roofs. For complete illustrated information write to Permulate Perlite Div., Dept. AA Great Western Corporation, 612 South Flower Street, Los Angeles 17, California.

(228a) Mosaic Western Color Catalog—"In colors created especially for Western needs, all of the clay tile surfaces are conveniently presented in this new 81-page catalog. Included in their various colors are glazed wall tiles, ceramic, Velventz and Granulute monochromatic, Everglaze tile and Colorstone. Complete listings of a popular group of Mosaic All-Tile Accessories for kitchens and bathrooms. For your copy of this helpful book, write The Mosaic Tile Company, Dept. AA, 829 North Highland Avenue, Los Angeles 38, California.

(194a) Panel Tile: New Polystyrene wall tile in 9-inch square, textured surface, mounted front surface impervious to weather; the size of regular hanging tiles. Time saved by elimination of shimming, standing, juggling as tiles are uniform size. For complete illustrated information write to Mr. Allan Paul, Adv. Mgr., Gladwin, McBean Company, 30011216 La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles, California.

(227a) Interlocking Clay Roofing: Original concept, various, modern diffusing mediums. The units merit specified for CSHouse 1950. Available in 42 decorator colors, four different grades, "large area" light sources with effective combination of the breeze fan and power of a blower in the design of fresh air inlets. Farnham Vent Systems, 3032 Washington St., Hollywood, California.

(227a) Interlocking Clay Roofing: Original concept, various, modern diffusing mediums. The units merit specified for CSHouse 1950. Available in 42 decorator colors, four different grades, "large area" light sources with effective combination of the breeze fan and power of a blower in the design of fresh air inlets. Farnham Vent Systems, 3032 Washington St., Hollywood, California.
harmonize with any type decor specified and all common methods of application apply. A development of Tropi-Cal of San Francisco, 14 Sutterwood Pl., San Francisco 9, Calif.

(251a) Concrete Emulsions: Red Label Suconem minimizes efflorescence, has proved an effective water-bar. Mer­
it specified for Case Study House No. 17. For complete information write Super Concrete Emulsions Limited Dept.
AA, 1372 E. 15th St., Los Angeles Calif.

(254a) Asphaltic Products: for tile setting, industrial roofing, protective coatings for walls, roofs and pressure vessels. Emulsions for surfacing roads, parking and recreation areas. Laykold, designed for tennis court construction, is Merit Specified for Case Study House No. 17. For brochure write to American Bitumuls and Asphalt Co., 200 Bush St., San Francisco, Calif.

(262a) Zolatone Process: Information on new revolutionary painting system; true multi-color paint permits application to a surface of multi-color pattern in single spray coat; no special spray equipment required nor special tech­

(255a) Corrugated Fiberglas: Red equipment required nor special tech­

(256a) Folding Doors: New catalog is available on vinyl-covered custom and standard doors. Emphasizes their all­

(257a) Screwy Sliding Glass Doors: A noteworthy advance in building field is new construction of Capri Sliding Glass Doors, making possible compar­

(258a) Solar Control Jalousies: adjustable louvers eliminate direct sun­light and glare at windows and skylights; some completely darken for audio­visuality. Choice of controls: manual, switch-activated electric, completely auto­matic. In most air-conditioned insti­tutions, both commercial and industrial buildings, Lemlar Solar Control Jalous­

(259a) Solar Control Jalousies: adjustable louvers eliminate direct sunlight and glare at windows and skylights; some completely darken for audiovisuality. Choice of controls: manual, switch-activated electric, completely automatic. In most air-conditioned insti­tutions, both commercial and industrial buildings, Lemlar Solar Control Jalous­

(260a) Outdoor Movable Shutters—Illustrated brochure shows many features and installations of Paul Hailey­

(261a) Built-up Roofs—Newest brochure of Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp. contains illustrations and engineering data about a Fiberglas-reinforced built-up roof. A built-up roof of Fiberglas is a mono­

(262a) Zolatone Process: Information on new revolutionary painting system; true multi-color paint permits application to a surface of multi-color pattern in single spray coat; no special spray equipment required nor special tech­

(263a) Building Insulations—Application data, specifications for insulating walls, roofs, floors over unheated space. Compression-packed, long con­

(264a) Fiberglas (T.M.Ree. U.S. Pat. Off.) Building Insulations—Application data, specifications for insulating walls, top­

(265a) Insulation—Application data, specifications for insulating walls, roofs, floors over unheated space. Compression-packed, long con­

(266a) Insulation—Application data, specifications for insulating walls, roofs, floors over unheated space. Compression-packed, long con­

(267a) Insulation—Application data, specifications for insulating walls, roofs, floors over unheated space. Compression-packed, long con­

(268a) Insulation—Application data, specifications for insulating walls, roofs, floors over unheated space. Compression-packed, long con­

(269a) Insulation—Application data, specifications for insulating walls, roofs, floors over unheated space. Compression-packed, long con­
(31a) New aluminum sliding glass doors; Complete literature and information now available on Adco's new model all-aluminum sliding doors. Data on unusual design flexibility, rigidly secured corners with heavy gauge fittings, and extreme strength. Description of complete four-way weatherseal, ready-to-install, partially or fully adjustable units. Elimination of rattle, &c. at any point specified. Write to factory for complete literature and installation service. Complete stock of quality component parts. Visit our showrooms. Free consultation service. Write for information, etc. California Acoustical Systems & Products, Inc., 3264 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood 4, Calif. Phone: WEBster 1-1557.

SPECIALTIES

(152) Door Chimes: Color folder Nu-Tone door chimes; wide range styles, including clock chimes; merit special attention. CSHouse 1952—Nu-Tone, Inc., Madison and Red Bank Roads, Cincinnati 27, Ohio.

(977) Electric Barbecue Spat: Folder of Rotir electric barbecue spat with seven 28" stainless steel Kabob skewers which revolve simultaneously over charcoal fire; has drawer action so unit slides in and out for easy handling; heavy angle iron, head motor, gears, rolls in gear; other models available; full information for free descriptive folder on request. Write to Dormetco, 10555 Virginia Avenue, Culver City, Calif.

(356) Doors, Combination Screen-Sash: Brochure Hollywood Junior combination screen-sash sliding doors; provides ventilating screen door, sliding door, permanent outside door in one—West Coast doors; Dormetco, 10555 Virginia Avenue, Culver City, third Street, Los Angeles, California (in 11 western states only).

(29a) Multi-Width Stock Doors: Innovative line of sliding glass doors is development of limitless number of door widths and types from only nine Basic Units. 3-color folder now available illustrates with cutouts nearly every width opening that can be specified without necessity of custom sizes. Maximum flexibility in planning is allowed by simple-on-the-job joining of stock units forming water-tight joint with snap-on-cover plate. Folder lists standard height of stock doors combined with several examples of width. Combination of Basic Units makes possible home and commercial installations in nearly every price category. For more information, contact David Brobeck Mfg. Co., Inc., 1230 North Second Avenue, Arcadia, California.

(T)24a) Sliding Wardrobe Door: Dormetco, mfrs. of Steel Sliding Wardrobe Doors, announce a new type sliding wardrobe door, hung on nylon rollers, silent operation, will not warp. (Merit specified for Case Study House #17.) Available in 32 stock sizes, they come in white and platinum colored. Cost no more than any good wood door. Dormetco, 10555 Virginia Avenue, Culver City, Calif. Phone: VErmont 9-4542.

(38a) Sound systems—Hi-Fi and Inter-communication. All types of sound systems for residential, office, industrial, churches, schools, etc. Complete literature and installation service. Visit our showrooms. Free consultation service. Write for information, etc. California Acoustical Systems & Products, Inc., 3264 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood 4, Calif. Phone: WEBster 1-1557.

(27a) Drafting Board Stand: Write for free descriptive folder on "Fireboard," the complete unit, designed by Wendell Lovet. This metal open hearth is available in four models, black, royal, tawny, and white, stippled or solid finish. The Con-Rexing Company, 1247 Rainer Avenue, Home Plate 44, Washington.

(13a) New Reconditioned Kimer, the K-15, completely protected against dirt and grease by simply designed grille. Ideal for multiple installation, provided uniformly mild tone throughout house, eliminating a single chime too loud in one room. The unusual recondition system results in a great improvement in tone. The seven-inch square grille is adaptable to installations in ceiling, wall and basboard, or any room.—Nu-Tone, Inc., Madison and Red Bank Roads, Cincinnati 27, Ohio.

(271a) Drafting Board Stand: Write for free descriptive folder on "Fireboard," the complete unit, designed by Wendell Lovet. This metal open hearth is available in four models, black, royal, tawny, and white, stippled or solid finish. The Con-Rexing Company, 1247 Rainer Avenue, Home Plate 44, Washington.

(29a) Multi-Width Stock Doors: Innovative line of sliding glass doors is development of limitless number of door widths and types from only nine Basic Units. 3-color folder now available illustrates with cutouts nearly every width opening that can be specified without necessity of custom sizes. Maximum flexibility in planning is allowed by simple-on-the-job joining of stock units forming water-tight joint with snap-on-cover plate. Folder lists standard height of stock doors combined with several examples of width. Combination of Basic Units makes possible home and commercial installations in nearly every price category. For more information, contact David Brobeck Mfg. Co., Inc., 1230 North Second Avenue, Arcadia, California.

(356) Doors, Combination Screen-Sash: Brochure Hollywood Junior combination screen-sash sliding doors; provides ventilating screen door, sliding door, permanent outside door in one—West Coast doors; Dormetco, 10555 Virginia Avenue, Culver City, third Street, Los Angeles, California (in 11 western states only).

(29a) Multi-Width Stock Doors: Innovative line of sliding glass doors is development of limitless number of door widths and types from only nine Basic Units. 3-color folder now available illustrates with cutouts nearly every width opening that can be specified without necessity of custom sizes. Maximum flexibility in planning is allowed by simple-on-the-job joining of stock units forming water-tight joint with snap-on-cover plate. Folder lists standard height of stock doors combined with several examples of width. Combination of Basic Units makes possible home and commercial installations in nearly every price category. For more information, contact David Brobeck Mfg. Co., Inc., 1230 North Second Avenue, Arcadia, California.

(38a) Sound systems—Hi-Fi and Inter-communication. All types of sound systems for residential, office, industrial, churches, schools, etc. Complete literature and installation service. Visit our showrooms. Free consultation service. Write for information, etc. California Acoustical Systems & Products, Inc., 3264 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood 4, Calif. Phone: WEBster 1-1557.

(27a) Drafting Board Stand: Write for free descriptive folder on "Fireboard," the complete unit, designed by Wendell Lovet. This metal open hearth is available in four models, black, royal, tawny, and white, stippled or solid finish. The Con-Rexing Company, 1247 Rainer Avenue, Home Plate 44, Washington.

(13a) New Reconditioned Kimer, the K-15, completely protected against dirt and grease by simply designed grille. Ideal for multiple installation, provided uniformly mild tone throughout house, eliminating a single chime too loud in one room. The unusual recondition system results in a great improvement in tone. The seven-inch square grille is adaptable to installations in ceiling, wall and basboard, or any room.—Nu-Tone, Inc., Madison and Red Bank Roads, Cincinnati 27, Ohio.

(271a) Drafting Board Stand: Write for free descriptive folder on "Fireboard," the complete unit, designed by Wendell Lovet. This metal open hearth is available in four models, black, royal, tawny, and white, stippled or solid finish. The Con-Rexing Company, 1247 Rainer Avenue, Home Plate 44, Washington.

(29a) Multi-Width Stock Doors: Innovative line of sliding glass doors is development of limitless number of door widths and types from only nine Basic Units. 3-color folder now available illustrates with cutouts nearly every width opening that can be specified without necessity of custom sizes. Maximum flexibility in planning is allowed by simple-on-the-job joining of stock units forming water-tight joint with snap-on-cover plate. Folder lists standard height of stock doors combined with several examples of width. Combination of Basic Units makes possible home and commercial installations in nearly every price category. For more information, contact David Brobeck Mfg. Co., Inc., 1230 North Second Avenue, Arcadia, California.

(356) Doors, Combination Screen-Sash: Brochure Hollywood Junior combination screen-sash sliding doors; provides ventilating screen door, sliding door, permanent outside door in one—West Coast doors; Dormetco, 10555 Virginia Avenue, Culver City, third Street, Los Angeles, California (in 11 western states only).

(29a) Multi-Width Stock Doors: Innovative line of sliding glass doors is development of limitless number of door widths and types from only nine Basic Units. 3-color folder now available illustrates with cutouts nearly every width opening that can be specified without necessity of custom sizes. Maximum flexibility in planning is allowed by simple-on-the-job joining of stock units forming water-tight joint with snap-on-cover plate. Folder lists standard height of stock doors combined with several examples of width. Combination of Basic Units makes possible home and commercial installations in nearly every price category. For more information, contact David Brobeck Mfg. Co., Inc., 1230 North Second Avenue, Arcadia, California.

(356) Doors, Combination Screen-Sash: Brochure Hollywood Junior combination screen-sash sliding doors; provides ventilating screen door, sliding door, permanent outside door in one—West Coast doors; Dormetco, 10555 Virginia Avenue, Culver City, third Street, Los Angeles, California (in 11 western states only).

(29a) Multi-Width Stock Doors: Innovative line of sliding glass doors is development of limitless number of door widths and types from only nine Basic Units. 3-color folder now available illustrates with cutouts nearly every width opening that can be specified without necessity of custom sizes. Maximum flexibility in planning is allowed by simple-on-the-job joining of stock units forming water-tight joint with snap-on-cover plate. Folder lists standard height of stock doors combined with several examples of width. Combination of Basic Units makes possible home and commercial installations in nearly every price category. For more information, contact David Brobeck Mfg. Co., Inc., 1230 North Second Avenue, Arcadia, California.
You Can Now Specify "Miracles" Too...

with the

**ELECTRONIC RANGE**

by Westinghouse

NEWEST OF THE FAMOUS BUILT-INS

WITH "SPEED-O-LIGHT" COOKING:

- Blink your eyes and the cooking's done! A poached egg in 20 seconds, a hot sandwich in even less. A baked potato in 4 minutes... even a medium size chicken roasts in 20 minutes, rather than the 2½ hours usually required.

- Foods may be served in the same dishes they're cooked in... eliminates drudgery of scrubbing and scouring pots and pans. Foods don't spatter, oven's always sparkling clean.

- Hot Food from a Cold Oven! The only heat generated is in the food itself... there's none in the utensils or the oven. Complete safety, even for children to use.

- No temperatures to remember... just dial the proper interval of time and cooking stops at the time set. No danger of overcooking or burning.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRONIC RANGE CAN BE BUILT INTO A WALL, SET ON A COUNTER OR BASE CABINET... ANYWHERE 220-VOLT SERVICE IS AVAILABLE

SENDFOR YOUR COMPLETE WESTINGHOUSE LITERATURE & INFORMATION TODAY

In SAN FRANCISCO:

Westinghouse

ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY
CONTRACT SALES DIVISION
201 POTRERO AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO 1, CALIF.
Phone: UNDERHILL 1-5051

In LOS ANGELES:

Westinghouse

ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY
CONTRACT SALES DIVISION
4601 SOUTH BOYLE AVENUE
LOS ANGELES 58, CALIF.
Phone: LUDLOW 1-0281

YOU CAN BE SURE... IF IT'S Westinghouse
stone ... distinctive
Palos Verdes stone ... speaks in its very nature
of that which endures.
Whether your church
design be modern
or traditional, the
distinctive textures
and soft neutral colors
of Palos Verdes Stone
... off-white, grey, buff
... give perfect
expression to your
proudest designs for
buttress, wall or soaring
spire ... always with
the lasting dignity
befitting a religious
edifice. For fully
illustrated information,
write to:
Palos Verdes Stone
Department,
Great Lakes Carbon Corp.,
612 So. Flower St.,
Los Angeles 17, Calif.